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The theory of perceptual narrowing proposes that infants come into the world sensi ve to a 
wide range of speech contrasts, and gradually become a uned to the speech in their na ve 
language, while losing the ability to discriminate contrasts not present in their language (Werker 
& Tees, 1984). However, the empirical evidence for this claim predominantly comes from 
English-speaking infants (Singh et al., 2022). To inves gate perceptual narrowing in a so-far 
understudied language, this preregistered study examined N=67, monolingual, full-term, 6-
month-old Norwegian infants’ ability to discriminate a na ve /y-i/ and a non-na ve Bri sh /ʌ-æ/ 
vowel contrast, in two eye-tracking experiments using a habitua on-dishabitua on paradigm. 
As a unement towards the na ve language has been suggested to occur between 6-9 months 
of age (Tsuji & Cris a, 2014), we expected that infants would discriminate both contrasts. In the 
na ve-contrast experiment, infants were first exposed to /by/, and, a er reaching a habitua on 
criterion, proceeded to the test phase that alternated /by/ and /bi/. A similar procedure was 
used for the non-na ve /gæ/-/gʌ/ contrast. Infants’ looking mes to the novel vs. habituated 
test trials were used in mixed-effect models. These revealed that, on a group level, infants’ 
looking mes were not indica ve of discrimina on of either the na ve (χ2=0.74, p=.39) or non-
na ve contrast (χ2=0.63, p=.43). Bayesian t-tests suggested moderate evidence in favor of the 
null (BF na ve=0.25; BF non-na ve=0.24). Yet, infants’ discrimina on-scores (propor on of 
looking to novel trials over total looking me; Bergmann & Cris a, 2018) correlated nega vely 
between the na ve and non-na ve tasks (Spearman=-.36, p=.04; Fig. 1). Thus, while we found 
no group effects of contrast discrimina on, at 6 months, to the best of our knowledge, this is 
the first paper demonstra ng evidence for perceptual reorganisa on of the vowel space within 
the same infants. 

 


